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(photo) In London, six nonprofit housing associations pay Fair Finance for the

money advisory and budgeting services that it provides to tenants, in addition

to microcredit. Photo courtesy of Fair Finance.
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For over a century there has been no free
market in banking services in Europe or North
America. The last country to allow small banks
to start up without a license was Sweden; they
ended free market entry in 1902. Since then
increasingly high regulatory and capital
requirements have denied small-scale, local
ventures entry to the banking market.
Consumer protection is the reason. When any
private business could call itself a bank, deposi-
tors fell victim to all manner of frauds and
business failures. But stringent licensing has
had its downside, we are coming to realize. It
blocks banking diversity and social innovation
and, most importantly, imposes anachronistic
limits to the way banking is defined and to the
banking services offered to us.
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In the United Kingdom (U.K.), demutualization has contributed to
this narrowing of options. A century ago 2,500 mutual building
societies enabled Britons to apply their savings to their neighbours’
needs for homeownership. A wave of mergers and demutualization has
reduced to 50 the building society movement of today. The demise of
such vibrant mutual alternatives has coincided with a dangerous rise in
household indebtedness. The debt-to-household-income ratio in the
U.K. is second only to that in the U.S.

Without competition from smaller, local businesses, banking
institutions have grown in size while falling in number. In the late
1980s, this trend accelerated when banks and insurance companies
were permitted to merge into global bancassurance conglomerates.
Twenty years ago, the Bank for International Settlements (the central
bank for central banks) concluded that these global banks were
financially too strong to fail. It rescinded their requirements to
maintain statutory reserves. This curtailed a longstanding policy that
essentially obliged banks to insure their own risk-taking. It also
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deprived governments of their historic option to raise or lower
the proportion of total deposits that banks were obliged to hold
as statutory reserves interest-free in the central bank – a crucial
mechanism for both reining in risky lending and bailing out failed
banks without recourse to the taxpayer or to government debt.

In hindsight, we now can see that demutualization, concentra-
tion, and deregulation have together issued a blank cheque to the
banking sector. Its performance has subsequently gone from bad
to worse.

. The last three years have witnessed the
culmination: the worst financial crisis the world has seen since
the Great Depression.

Though the“Gods have failed,” neither a banking fair deal or
“New Deal” for consumers and taxpayers has emerged. Political
will is lacking to instigate fundamental reform. As a result,
perverse incentives and colossal bonuses will continue unchecked.
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Mounting allegations of overcharging, unreliable
products, and excess profiteering suggest that this so-called free
market has subjected thousands of British citizens to many
questionable practices

Community Banking Partnerships are a new group of
initiatives that are developing in the U.K. They and their Irish
and American counterparts offer a glimpse of a radically re-
conceptualized,“people-worthy” banking of the future.

Cash in the U.K. is no longer king; plastic is. Payments systems
have been configured to serve best only those who qualify for
plastic. Because they live outside the banking system and
electronic payment networks, three in ten British households on
low income pay not just more, but much more for a long list of
everyday goods and services that better-off households take for
granted. Here are five examples:
1. . A majority of low-income households use

prepayment meters. Lacking a bank account, they do not
qualify for term service contracts. But consumer watchdogs
affirm that this“pay as you go” method costs such households
an extra £255 per year for one fuel and £485 for two fuels.

2. . On tight budgets and without access to afford-
able credit, low-income households lack the means to buy in
bulk and can’t afford many supermarket discount deals (“buy-
two-and-get-one-free”).

3. . Finding the connection fee for a land line
unaffordable, low-income households rely on mobile phones.
But without a bank account, phone contracts are not available.
The cost of a“pay as you go” service typically is six times that
of mobile phone contracts.

4. . The U.K. puts no ceiling on
interest rates and credit charges. Those without bank accounts
can legally be charged anywhere from 85% by a pawnbroker to
1800% by a payday lender. Cheque-cashing incurs a commis-
sion charge of 7% or more.

5. . Using retailer credit to
finance the purchase of a cooker and oven will typically
increase the cost of the appliance by 30-35%. An extended
guarantee for repairs and replacement will increase the total
cost by well over 50%.
Recent research has shown that unbanked households with

annual earnings of £10,000 a year pay 10% extra (about £1,000 a
year) in surcharges for gas, electricity, telephone, cash machine
withdrawals, and credit. In stark contrast, households with bank
accounts enjoy free cash machine withdrawals and get discounts
from utility companies by paying through bank transfers
monthly.

To seek solutions to this vexed problem, New Economics
Foundation and the National Association of Credit Union
Workers have researched and piloted a model that seeks to
develop“horizontal learning partnerships” among interested
stakeholders. On the basis of this research, ten Community
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More disturbing is the absence of debate over ethical and viable
alternatives to the big banks. This is a shame. Massive market
failure, as in the past, is in part an indication of unmet demand
and, therefore, of enormous opportunities for innovators to fill
that demand with alternative services.

The major banks have committed themselves to a business
model that prizes corporate and high-income clients over low and
moderate-income households. At best this model is weak on
personal service. At worst, it strives to keep customers ignorant
and in debt.

Might not the nascent community and social finance sector
find a strategic opportunity, indeed its 21st century mission, in
offering the banking public the very opposite – excellent personal
service, financial education, and debt-free living? What would
such social banking services look like, and how could they be
supplied at sufficient scale?

Though the “Gods have failed,” neither a
banking fair deal or “New Deal” for consumers
& taxpayers has emerged. This is a shame.
Massive market failure, as in the past, is in part
an indication of unmet demand &, therefore, of
enormous opportunities for innovators to fill
that demand with alternative services.
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Banking Partnerships (CBPs) have been set up in eight urban and two rural sub-
regions of Great Britain. One of the ten projects failed, but the rest are evolving steadily
into“social co-operative partnerships.” How do these work?

In most cases a CBP involves a co-delivery alliance between local credit unions, a
community development loan fund, and nonprofit debt and money advice agencies.
(See diagram, this page.) So far this model has been tested to deliver to low-income
households four main products and services, known as the ABCDs:

One example is Fair Finance, a CBP in London that has pioneered a model for
funding a money advice and budgeting service alongside the provision of microcredit.
Their Money Matters advice service is backed by a consortium of six nonprofit housing
associations that pay to refer their tenants for help. In the past four years the CBP has
assisted over 5,000 people in accessing affordable credit and banking services, has set up
more than 2,000 debt repayment plans with a high degree of success, and has saved
over 1,000 people from eviction. Fair Finance workers are multilingual (English,
Bengali, and Somali) and have helped tenants manage over £12 million of debt.

The one-to-one support provided by Money Matters has led to a consistency of
outcome, with 75% of tenants maintaining their rent repayment plans. The nonprofit
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Canada.
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Investment in Canada, 2008.” Over 487
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that in 2008, a minimum of $1.4 billion was
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housing associations have drawn on Fair Finance expertise to give
their housing managers basic training in money advice. This has
led to collaborative success in resolving debt cases and in setting
up financial inclusion services: low-cost credit that tenants can
use as an alternative to loan sharks, energy advice that enables
them to secure lower-cost tariffs for utility bills, and additional
debt and money management services. Money Matters staff
communicate with their housing partners through monthly e-
mail updates and quarterly meetings to discuss and track case
referrals. Fair Finance also provides legal representation for
households facing court action for debts.

It is hard to imagine any other financial institution playing this
role through an affiliate company. As its name says, Fair Finance
makes the practices commonly associated with“fair trade” –
equitable treatment for every participant in a market – integral to
its social banking services. In“walking the talk” with this simple,
yet novel idea, Fair Finance has inspired other CBPs to follow
this lead elsewhere nationally.

Fair Trade Banking is not just wishful thinking. By collecting
comparative data, Fair Finance and South West Pound are
demonstrating a convincing business case for CBPs. For example,
each eviction in the U.K. costs £6,000 or more in legal costs,
court fees, and bailiffs’ charges. CBPs argue to creditors and
landlords that the carrot is cheaper than the stick. Mediation
through CBP debt advice, refinancing, and direct help can be
much cheaper than litigation.

From 2005-2008, CBPs provided money and debt advice to
over 9,000 households in England and Wales and £18.5 million
in affordable loans. Currently over 29,000 credit union members
have access to CBP services.

Each CBP is unique to its local area and hands-on partnership
is fundamental to success. Landlords and creditors are hard to
win over and setting up contracts is slow. To keep overheads low,
the“social co-operative magic” is to persuade a number of
autonomous entities to agree to co-deliver services. This has been
very challenging, because third sector organizations tend to
compete mindlessly for scarce resources rather than co-operate
strategically to leverage limited capacity. Hence the importance of
developing horizontal learning networks in which social organi-
zations can learn the principles and practices of mutual aid and
work together towards common social justice goals. This is the
essence of a CBP as a dynamic“social co-operative partnership.”

This is far easier said then done. However, through persever-
ance, the nine CBPs in aggregate have developed working links
with 33 municipal government authorities, 55 nonprofit land-
lords, 56 money and debt advice agencies, 28 community credit
unions, and seven community development loan funds. This
partnership network provides: a) a source of referrals to each
CBP; b) a source of some funding; and c) a basis for structuring
an increasingly integrated set of collaborative relationships as the
social co-operative system evolves.

The first initiative to link credit unions with debt advisors was
launched in Ireland in the late 1980s. With support from the
Irish government, a handful of credit unions began working with
debt advice agencies in order to deal with slow payers and
defaulters. This model has evolved over 20 years into a national
network of 55 Money Advice and Budgeting Services (MABS)
that now supplies money and debt advice in partnership with
credit unions in every Irish county. In Ireland the MABS work in
local partnership with the credit unions and thus don’t involve
integrated legal structures like CBPs. These are evolving from
lessons being learned from the U.S.A.

This second source of inspiration to CBPs is the Community
Development Credit Union (CDCU) movement in the U.S.A.
There, 200 CDCUs (of a total of nearly 8,000 credit unions)
provide banking and finance services to low-income people in

CBP Antecedents & Inspirations

Third sector organizations tend to compete
mindlessly for scarce resources rather than
co-operate strategically to leverage limited
capacity. Hence the importance of developing
horizontal learning networks in which social
organizations can learn the principles &
practices of mutual aid & work together
towards common social justice goals.
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A second, rural example is South West Pound, a CBP
supported by Devon County and 13 nonprofit landlords in
Devon and Cornwall. Over 5,000 households have been sup-
ported by this service over the past three years and enquiries are
around 200 per month. Credit union partners in the South West
Pound alliance have advanced over £630,000 in affordable credit
to low-income households. Debt cases of over £7.8 million have
now been handled.

South West Pound’s core service is three hours of welfare and
tax credit advice, general money-related information plus access
to low-cost banking, savings, and credit services. South West
Pound also runs financial capability workshops and money
educational events for the staff of agencies in the public, private,
and nonprofit sectors.
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urban and rural areas. Because of the challenges in servicing low-
income households cost-effectively, some of the fastest growing
CDCUs have evolved a“group company structure.”

CDCUs, like other community development financial
institutions (read“people-worthy banks”), have two key func-
tions: a) community development (a public good) and b)
provision of financial services (typically a market good). The
most innovative CDCUs use a group company structure to
permit these two functions to be funded separately through
trading, contracting, and subsidy mobilization

. Community development can be
funded primarily through grants and service level agreements.
The financial services can be funded through interest income, fees
for service, and other charges. The company group structure
and/or overlapping boards enables a CDCU to harness together
a credit union for personal lending, a community development
loan fund for corporate lending, and a nonprofit organization for
the delivery of advisory services for financial education, debt and
tax advice, house purchase and repair, business advice and other
needs. British CBPs have taken legal advice and professional
guidance from the American CDCU movement to develop their
corporate structures.

A good example of a CDCU is North Carolina’s Latino
Community Credit Union. Founded in 2000, it now has a
membership of about 50,000, most of them low-income Latin
American immigrants. This rapid growth is due in part to an
integration of the credit union’s banking, savings, credit, and
budgeting services with the financial literacy, credit counselling,
and money advice delivered by an affiliated nonprofit, the Latino

5

by affiliated, but
independent organizations

Community Development Center. A second key factor in the
success of the credit union has been its strategic partnerships
with Self Help Credit Union (one of the largest CDCUs in the
U.S.A.) and the even bigger North Carolina State Employees
Credit Union. The former has provided mentoring and the latter
provides the CDCU with back office administration and ATM
services at low cost.

On the face of it, the current financial mess is a wonderful
opportunity for the world’s broad array of credit unions, building
societies, microfinance institutions, community development
loan funds, community banks, and other social banks to seize a
significant share of the market for banking services. In fact, it
may also be a means to unite, expand, and upscale the commu-
nity and social banking sector that has diversified so remarkably
around the world since the first microcredit experiments of
Muhammed Yunus in Bangladesh over 30 years ago.

Instead, an odd“conspiracy of silence” about this untapped
potential prevails – not just among progressive politicians and
policy-makers, but also among community and social finance
organizations. Four main problems appear to impede the way
forward for a renaissance in community and social banking:

Creating a Fair Trade Banking Movement

(photo) Latino Community Credit Union offers affordable and accessible

financial services as well as free financial education for every product. As

he receives his graduation diploma from the financial literacy program,

Eduviges Luviano Santibáñez holds up the first debit card he has ever

owned. Photo courtesy of LCCU (www.latinoccu.org).

http://www.latinoccu.org
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operated collectively by the banks with a common mission to cut
costs, maximize profits, and facilitate business growth for the
entire world industry.) The proponents of the community and
social finance sector may talk co-operation and mutuality, but
conventional financial institutions walk the talk strategically.
Global banking leaders either believe the rhetoric or know that
talk of free markets is a message strictly for the ignorant and
gullible.

At least two major strategies must be implemented to
overcome these barriers. The first is to expand the customer base
for community and social banking. An interesting and largely
untapped target market for these services may be through
organizing the self-employed.

Internationally over three billion people are self-employed
and they represent the largest sector of the global workforce.
One in four jobs in the U.K. is supported by 1-2 person
microbusinesses. New Economics Foundation research has
shown that in Europe these enterprises have little or no access to
social protection insurance, legal advice, advocacy, pension
services, and discounted business services. (The Grameen Bank
in India, BRAC in Bangladesh, and 10,000 similar microfinance
institutions in other parts of the world have been highly
successful in serving similar markets.) In the European Union
four in ten jobs are among the self-employed, casual workers, and
office temps in quasi-self-employment and they all lack social
protection and advocacy support. But how might it be feasible to
establish an economic connection with such a diverse, dispersed,
and isolated population?

It may lie in unionizing the self-employed. Sound far-
fretched? Interviews conducted in the U.K. by the New

1. . Many community and social finance organizations
are so small they are invisible. They do not feel part of a
broader alternative banking sector, which (on paper, at least) is
huge.

2. . When the sector does receive public
recognition, its public image is limited. Frequently it is thought
to provide at best a partial range of services and regarded by
many to be old-fashioned, inefficient, or strictly“for the poor.”

3. . Those active in the community and social finance
sector don’t recognize any common cause. Instead, their trade
associations often compete against each other. They don’t
present mutual ownership as an alternative, let alone as a
vibrant, growing movement.

4. . Many of the larger credit unions and building
societies in Europe and North America have weak or no
substantive links with their members. Their democratic roots
have been neglected and they may feel that they“should” be
banks. Deep down they are no longer sure who they are and
therefore“stick to their knitting.”
Clearly, when it comes to mutuality, community and social

finance organizations are really very poor strategic performers
relative to the major banks. While they may talk free markets, big
banks have co-operated for mutual benefit for generations. (Take
Visa International – founded in the mid-1950s as a mutual
exchange network for credit card transactions, it is owned and

Invisibility

Weak public image

Disunity

Identity Crisis

The critical question is how to enrich monetary
transactions of every description so they become user-
friendly tools of citizen & community empowerment.

The critical question is how to enrich monetary
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friendly tools of citizen & community empowerment.

(photo) Eki Ogbeide, director of Edo State Women Association (ESWA),

receives a distinguished service award in recognition of ESWA’s provision

of microcredit to market women in Edo state, Nigeria. The London

Rebuilding Society has supported and capitalized ESWA to become a

financial intermediary both in the U.K. and Nigeria. Photo courtesy of

ESWA (www.edowomen.org ).

http://www.edowomen.org
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Economics Foundation indicates there is substantial demand
among the self-employed for tax advice, bulk purchasing
services, legal and professional assistance, pensions advocacy and
support, peer learning opportunities, and access to social
finance. The idea of a Mutual for the Self-employed that could
offer national trade union representation for fair pay, credit
union services, and co-operative services appealed to many
interviewees.

Such a mutual has been developed by SEWA Bank in India
and now boasts over one million members. The London
Rebuilding Society (a community development loan fund)
launched the first Self-employed Mutual project in London in
2009. It builds on an existing Mutual Aid Fund with over 6,000
members that has been operating for three years as a social
investment service for 20 African immigrant associations.

Moreover, organizing strategies among the self-employed are
already making real progress in the Netherlands, Germany, Italy,
and Scandinavia. Their trade unions are bleeding membership
year after year. To them and the international Unite Trade
Union, organizing the self-employed into unions looks like a
promising way to reverse this trend. A strategy that created
strategic links between the self-employed, community and social
finance, and trade unions could be hugely catalytic and could
underpin a broader movement for Fair Trade Banking.

Thus the second essential strategy is to build alliances among
actors in the social, community, and mutual finance field
generally, including:

This combination is the essence of what could become an
international“Fair Trade Banking” movement. There is already a
growing sense of clarity about the reforms such a movement
would target. A 12-point agenda for global banking reform and a
socially-useful financial system was compiled by the International

�

�

�

community banks, microfinance, and credit unions that bring
banking services to the low-income households that otherwise
would rely on fringe agents.
social banks (in Europe) and social finance intermediaries and
community development finance institutions (in North
America and Europe) that focus on financing social
enterprises, cultural industries, ecological projects, renewable
energy, and Fair Trade.
proponents of mainstream bank reform. The Global
Community Reinvestment Coalition, for example, has groups
in 79 countries including Brazil, Mexico, India, Bangladesh,
South Africa, Germany, U.S.A., U.K., and Japan.

The critical question is how to enrich monetary
transactions of every description so they become user-
friendly tools of citizen & community empowerment.
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Association of Investors in the Social Economy (INAISE) at the
RIPESS (Intercontinental Network for the Promotion of the
Social Solidarity Economy) conference in Luxembourg in April
2009. More recently these 12 draft measures have been amended
and affirmed by INAISE in partnership with the National
Community Reinvestment Coalition (U.S.A.) and the European
Federation of Ethical and Alternative Banks. The final global
banking reform agenda was presented to the leaders of the G-20
governments at their summit meeting in Pittsburgh in
September 2009. What is emerging from this international
action is a Global Fair Banking Initiative.
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pioneer of general systems thinking and ecological economics,
argued in the 1960s:

“Knowledge and the growth of knowledge is the essential key
to economic development. Investment, financial systems and
economic organizations and institutions are in a sense only
the machinery by which a knowledge process is created and
expressed.”
So long as borrowers, taxpayers, and governments remain

ignorant of what real capital and positive freedom is, the debt-
based global banking practices will remain revered and God-like.
The Achilles heel of these “Gods that have failed” is a Fair Trade
Banking alternative that specializes in a healthy mixture of low-
cost equitable finance, independent advice, and access to know-
how.

In the resolution of any community financial need – house-
hold debt, housing, carbon reduction, self-employment, or social
enterprise development – the research of the New Economics
Foundation consistently indicates that debt finance creates
dependency. What actually is needed is a package of money
education, technical advice, and patient, equitable finance (which
can be low-cost debt or social venture capital). The experiences
of the CBPs and the CDCUs confirm this. The critical question
is how to enrich monetary transactions of every description
(gifts, grants, barter, time-currency, purchase money, seed capital,
quasi-equity, low-cost debt, and equity) so they become user-
friendly tools of citizen and community empowerment. This is
the strategic issue that the key leaders of these organizations are
beginning to explore. The search is only beginning but they are
on to the truth. Why?

The ecological economist Herman Daly has argued that value
creation involves not one, but five forms of capital. As a genera-
tive process it starts with an idea, or“knowledge capital.” It is
then combined with“social capital” and“natural capital” to create
goods and services, or“manufactured capital.” These are priced
and traded to yield a surplus, which we know as“financial
capital.” Financial capital is but the final link in a value chain that
begins with human intelligence. The latin root of the word
capital, , means“head.” Let us apply our heads to what they
are good for: reconceptualizing banking – the nexus of global
trade and local economies – as a system that actively seeks to free
the indebted and liberate ourselves and our organizations in
order to realize social justice and economic democracy. Through
Fair Trade Banking we will be taking our first steps towards
“mutual liberty.”
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W. Krehm,
(COMER Publications, 2002).
An Office of Fair Trading Inquiry in early 2008 revealed excess fees annually

of £3.5 billion being charged by the British banks to customers whose accounts
dipped into the red ( ,
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Knowledge – the Original Form of Capital

As Eric Fromm observed in 1941, struggles for social justice have
caused the concept of “freedom” to extend and deepen. The
common perspective tends to delimit“freedom” and categorize it
rather economically. It gets identified with“freedom from”
restraints on trade or consumer choice, or from government
exactions. Thus our current notion of free markets embodies this
notion of “negative freedom.”

But what of “freedom to”? That, argued Fromm, is the
untapped, mutually-shared, existential freedom for people to
chart their own course and fulfill their own development
potential socially, culturally, and economically. Key to securing
this“positive freedom” he argues is a uniting of individual
actualization with a“solidarity with all men” – of the I and the
We. It is a concept that builds upon John Stuart Mill’s vision of
“mutual liberty”: a future“co-operative commonwealth” in which
democratically-managed enterprises and active citizen participa-
tion in local government become the norm. Critical to the
realization of this commonwealth, in the eyes of both Mill and
Fromm, was the dissemination of knowledge as well as access to
productive resources.

Knowledge is an essential – perhaps essential – aspect of
co-operative economic development. As Kenneth Boulding, the
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A strategy that created strategic links
between the self-employed, community &
social finance, & trade unions could be
hugely catalytic & could underpin a broader
movement for Fair Trade Banking.
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